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Whether you plan to migrate to a new database, use a backup tool or simply want to explore a
complex database, DTM Schema Inspector is a fantastic choice. It's a comprehensive solution that

facilitates a user-friendly workspace for browsing and managing database schemas, with the ability
to work with snapshots that enable you to access older revisions of database objects. DTM Schema
Inspector features support for diverse database connection types, including ODBC, DSN file, Oracle,
MySQL, Interbase/Firebird, IBM DB2, PostgreSQL, along with desktop database data files, including
text (.txt,.csv), Microsoft Access (.mdb,.accdb), dBase, FoxBase and FoxPro (.dbf), Excel (.xls,.xlsx),
Paradox (.db), FoxPro database container (.dbc) and SQLite database. The application is capable of
connecting to existing and configured ODBC data sources, DSN files and OLD DB providers, as well
as desktop data files, offering support for text (.txt,.csv), Microsoft Access (.mdb,.accdb), dBase,
FoxBase and FoxPro (.dbf), Excel (.xls,.xlsx), Paradox (.db), FoxPro database container (.dbc) and

SQLite database. The application can be used to establish, manage and test a database connection
with all the supported databases. The application can be used to view, copy, manipulate and export

database objects. You can also specify filters and export data to CSV or text files. The application can
be used to open the SQL console window to edit and execute SQL statements. You can also add or

remove objects from a database. Requirements: Intel Windows 7 64-Bit Microsoft Windows XP 32-Biti
think this project has higher motivation than most i've seen. Note that adblockers might block our

captcha, and other functionality on BHW so if you don't see the captcha or see reduced functionality
please disable adblockers to ensure full functionality, note we only allow relevant management

verified ads on BHW. Hey all, I recently purchased a highend Lenovo Q390 with i7 3770 @ 3.6Ghz,
8Gb RAM. This beast cost me $1673 + tax + shipping. Its a quad core with 4Gb RAM, Windows 7 64

bit and has a large SSD that is soldered into the motherboard. Now I'm looking for a case

DTM Schema Inspector

DTM Schema Inspector features a comprehensive database design tool that enables you to browse,
open, edit, close and export databases stored in file formats, including MS SQL Server, Oracle

Database, Interbase/Firebird, MySQL, IBM DB2 and PostgreSQL. It also features support for snapshot
and advanced search, along with an ODBC connection manager, as well as a data viewer and

developer's console. Additionally, it provides an integrated search option for large-sized database
schemas, export options to SQL, table, table row and text file, and a set of common database object
properties. The evaluation copy of DTM Schema Inspector comes with the following set of features:
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Support for various database objects DTM Schema Inspector features database objects as follows: -
Tables - Views - Procedures - Text - Columns - Rows - Objects - Documents - Logs - Tablespaces -

Other system tables - Databases - Free space - Indexes - Triggers DTM Schema Inspector: The latest
version of DTM Schema Inspector comes with the following improvements: - Added the option to
search through database and application objects - Improved the filtering support of table data -

Added the set of options to export database content to SQL scripts - Added the option to open, close
and export ODBC drivers DTM Schema Inspector: DTM Schema Inspector is a comprehensive

application that facilitates a user-friendly workspace for browsing and managing database schemas.
Explore and organize database schemas It features support for snapshots that enable you to access

older revisions of database objects, an integrated search function for large-sized schemas, along
with exporting options to SQL scripts, among others. After a speedy setup operation that shouldn't
give you any trouble, you're welcomed by a large window with a simple design and well-structured

layout. Various types of database connections Needless to say, you can get started by establishing a
database connection to Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle Database, MySQL, Interbase/Firebird, IBM DB2

or PostgreSQL. It's possible to create and manage multiple profiles, as well as to save and export
settings to file. The connection can be tested before committing modifications. DTM Schema

Inspector is also capable of connecting to existing and configured ODBC data sources, DSN files and
OLD DB providers, as well as desktop data files, offering support for text (. aa67ecbc25
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DTM Schema Inspector is a comprehensive application that facilitates a user-friendly workspace for
browsing and managing database schemas. Explore and organize database schemas with the help of
DTM Schema Inspector, a utility that includes a database connection, SQL query utility, and an
extensive list of options. With it, you can get data from Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle Database,
MySQL, Interbase/Firebird, IBM DB2 or PostgreSQL databases. Establish a database connection to
Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle Database, MySQL, Interbase/Firebird, IBM DB2 or PostgreSQL using
ODBC drivers. Save and import schema settings to a profile or export schema data to SQL scripts.
Launch the database connection utility and specify system tables, view and database objects (tables,
views, stored procedures). Copy object names, properties and text, search through the database
with the list of filters, truncate log details, examine and change object data and properties and
export the schema to file. Open the SQL console window, copy object names, properties and text.
DTM Schema Inspector is easy to install and operate, without any setup or installation issues, and
provides a friendly interface. Key Features of DTM Schema Inspector * Intuitive, user-friendly
workspace to browse and manage database schemas. * View and copy database objects. * Connect
to Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle Database, MySQL, Interbase/Firebird, IBM DB2 and PostgreSQL
databases. * Provides system tables, view and database objects, and SQL and ODBC databases. *
Save and import database schema settings to a profile. * Copy object names, properties and text. *
Search through the database with a list of filters. * Truncate log details and examine object
properties and data. * Export object contents to file. * Open and view the SQL console window. *
Connect to existing and configured ODBC data sources. * Connect to and open DSN files. * Connect
to and open desktop data files. * Save and export data to CSV and text file types. * File Export
Settings. * Supports various connection types (DB2, SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle and PostgreSQL) and
ODBC drivers. DTM Schema Inspector Requirements: * Operating System: Windows 8, 7, Vista, XP *
OS: 64-bit * Processor: Intel x64 * Memory: 1 GB (Windows XP support) or 1 GB (Windows 8 support)

What's New In DTM Schema Inspector?

Overview DTM Schema Inspector is a comprehensive application that facilitates a user-friendly
workspace for browsing and managing database schemas. Explore and organize database schemas
It features support for snapshots that enable you to access older revisions of database objects, an
integrated search function for large-sized schemas, along with exporting options to SQL scripts,
among others. After a speedy setup operation that shouldn't give you any trouble, you're welcomed
by a large window with a simple design and well-structured layout. Various types of database
connections Needless to say, you can get started by establishing a database connection to Microsoft
SQL Server, Oracle Database, MySQL, Interbase/Firebird, IBM DB2 or PostgreSQL. It's possible to
create and manage multiple profiles, as well as to save and export settings to file. The connection
can be tested before committing modifications. DTM Schema Inspector is also capable of connecting
to existing and configured ODBC data sources, DSN files and OLD DB providers, as well as desktop
data files, offering support for text (.txt,.csv), Microsoft Access (.mdb,.accdb), dBase, FoxBase and
FoxPro (.dbf), Excel (.xls,.xlsx), Paradox (.db), FoxPro database container (.dbc) and SQLite database.
View and copy database objects After loading contents, you can inspect data types, tables, system
tables, view and procedures, including text, properties, data, permission and operations. Snapshots
can be saved and loaded from.sss filetypes. Furthermore, you can copy object names, properties and
text, save and edit object text, resort to a search function to track down a particular piece of
information across large databases, set or remove filters, examine and truncate log details, export
the database schema to file, as well as open and view the SQL console window. Evaluation and
conclusion It worked smoothly in our evaluation, without hanging, crashing or indicating errors.
Surprisingly, it didn't put a strain on the computer's performance, running on a low amount of CPU
and RAM. To sum it up, DTM Schema Inspector comes bundled with rich options and configuration
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properties to help you explore and manage database schemas. DTM Schema Inspector Review by
Computer Software Reviews - Today's Hottest Software Review, Editor's Choice, Top Downloads,
User's Choice DTM Schema Inspector Review by Computer Software Reviews - Today's
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System Requirements For DTM Schema Inspector:

PCs: * Intel i5-750, AMD Athlon 64 X2 5410, Intel Core i3-430UM, or Intel Celeron G3300. * 2 GB RAM
* NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 or AMD Radeon HD 4000 series or higher. * DirectX version 11 compatible
video card or higher * 1024x768 or higher resolution * Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10 * 16
GB free hard disk space * Internet connection * Sound card CONTROL
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